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Abstract
This work presents a region-growing image segmentation approach based on superpixel de-
composition. From an initial contour-constrained over-segmentation of the input image, the
image segmentation is achieved by iteratively merging similar superpixels into regions. This
approach raises two key issues: (1) how to compute the similarity between superpixels in order
to perform accurate merging and (2) in which order those superpixels must be merged together.
In this perspective, we firstly introduce a robust adaptive multi-scale superpixel similarity in
which region comparisons are made both at content and common border level. Secondly, we
propose a global merging strategy to efficiently guide the region merging process. Such strategy
uses an adpative merging criterion to ensure that best region aggregations are given highest pri-
orities. This allows to reach a final segmentation into consistent regions with strong boundary
adherence. We perform experiments on the BSDS500 image dataset to highlight to which extent
our method compares favorably against other well-known image segmentation algorithms. The
obtained results demonstrate the promising potential of the proposed approach.
1 Introduction
Image segmentation is a fundamental task in many pattern recognition and computer vision appli-
cations such as object detection, content-based image retrieval and medical image analysis. Seg-
mentation is the process that consists of partitioning an image into homogeneous regions of pixels
with similar characteristics and spatially accurate boundaries[12]. Despite the simplicity of its def-
inition, image segmentation is a hard problem that does not have a universal solution. Beside, one
should not expect the segmentation of an image to be unique [32] because of at least two reasons,
according to Zhuowen[29]: (1) it is fundamentally complex to model the vast amount of visual
patterns of images, (2) perception is intrinsically ambiguous. Indeed, quite often one can provide
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different logical interpretations for the same image. Image segmentation is a field that has been
extensively studied for decades and the existing methods can be classified into clustering-based,
boundary-based and region-based[2, 25]. Clustering-based methods segment images by classifying
pixels based on their extracted properties[9, 36, 4, 7]. Boundary-based methods use the assump-
tion that pixels properties change abruptly between different regions.[23, 3, 10, 37] Region-based
methods assume that a region is composed of adjacent pixels with similar properties[5, 6, 38, 15].
There are some hybrid approaches that combine two or more of the aforementioned methods[13].
Region-growing is a popular region-based segmentation technique that operates by merging
regions with similar pixels on their borders in an iterative fashion. At each iteration, all pixels that
border the growing region are examined and the most similar are appended to that region. Initial
regions may be pixels or regions produced by dedicated over-segmentation techniques, in which
case they are called superpixel[22]. A superpixel is commonly defined as a perceptually meaningful
atomic region obtained by aggregating neighboring pixels based on spatial and appearance similarity
criteria. In recent years, superpixel-based image segmentation techniques have gained a big interest
among the image processing community mainly for their computational efficiency. Superpixels also
allow more efficient semantic feature extraction contrary to image patches[16]. However, those
techniques present two main issues: the similarity measure between superpixels and the superpixels
dependencies. The similarity measure refers to the quantification of how similar two superpixels
are. This is usually computed by a normalized distance between the superpixels. Mehnert and
Jackway[18] stated that a region-growing algorithm is inherently dependent on the processing order
of the image pixels. Either, whenever several pixels have the same distance from their neighboring
pixels or whenever one pixel has the same distance from several regions.
As a solution for the aforementioned issues, we propose in this work a robust similarity measure
between superpixels as well as an adaptive superpixel merging strategy. The similarity measure
integrates content and border information jointly to provide robust similarity between superpixels.
The merging strategy uses an auto updated criterion to iteratively aggregate superpixels based on
the proposed similarity measure. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature
analysis related to the investigated segmentation technique. The proposed approach is fully detailed
in Section 3 including a complete overview (Sect.3.1) as well as a focus on superpixel and region
features (Sect.3.3), region similarity measures (Sect.3.4) and region aggregation strategy (Sect.3.5).
An extension of the well-known over-segmentation algorithm SLIC is proposed in Section 3.2. We
provide in Section 4 an experimental assessment of our method in comparison with state-of-the-art
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segmentation algorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes our study.
2 Related work
2.1 Simple Linear Iterative Clustering
A superpixel decomposition of an image consists of a partition of the image into small perceptu-
ally meaningful regions. They provide a handy representation of the image that heavily reduces
the number of visual primitives. According to Stutz et al.[27], any superpixels over-segmentation
algorithm should fall in one of the seven following categories: watershed-based, density-based,
graph-based, contour-based, path-based, clustering-based and energy optimization. Simple Linear
Iterative Clustering (SLIC)[1] is a clustering-based algorithm and one of the most commonly used
to generate superpixels. It offers a simple implementation and provides compact and nearly uni-
form superpixels. The cluster centers are initialized on a uniform grid and pixels in a 2S × 2S
window around clusters are iteratively aggregated according to the metric d (eq.1) defined in a
five-dimensional space composed by three features and two spatial components.
d =
√(
dc
m
)2
+
(
dS
S
)2
(1)
where dc =
√
(lj − li)2 + (aj − ai)2 + (bj − bi)2 is the distance between the color feature vectors
and dS =
√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2 is the distance between the spatial coordinate vectors of the
current cluster center Ck and the considered neihbor pixel i. m is a weighting term used to control
regularity of generated superpixels and the initial cluster centers interval S =
√
N/K is the size
of the neighborhood window around cluster centers; with N being the total number of pixel in the
image and K the desired number of approximately equally-sized superpixels. A more comprehensive
survey on superpixels image over-segmentation algorithms can be found in the work of Stutz and
al. [27].
2.2 Superpixel-based image segmentation
Superpixels over-segmentations are usually used as an initilization for image segmentation for two
main reasons[34]. Firstly, they generally adhere to boundaries and produce meaningful small re-
gions. Secondly, they drastically reduce computation time by reducing the number of processed
elements. Hsu and Ding [14] proposed a segmentation approach for natural images that uses Sim-
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ple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC)[1] as superpixel generation technique. They first regroup
superpixels by a spectral clustering algorithm into clusters and then perform a merging step using
cluster similarities. Another work from Yang et al. [33] presented a kernel fuzzy similarity measure
which is used to cluster superpixels. A 10-dimensional texture-based feature vector is extracted to
characterize each superpixel. After clustering, a k-means final step is applied to group clusters into
final regions. Yu and Wang[35] proposed a graph-based coarse and fine merging strategy based on
features extracted on superpixels including three Gestalt laws-inspired rules to model the superpixel
context. In the same vein, the work of Oneata et al.[21] proposed a segmentation algorithm for
action and event detection in videos. Similarity between regions is computed based on appearance,
motion and geodesic spatio-temporal features. A hierarchical clustering with average linkage is
then applied on the graph to produce the final segmentation result.
In all these works, we can note that superpixels to be merged are assumed to satisfy two
main criteria: spatial adjacency and perceptual similarity. This implies that an efficient approach
should be able to pick the most similar spatial neighbor of a superpixel in both local and global
manners. In this paper, we present a region-growing segmentation approach that uses superpixels
over-segmentation as input data. We propose a robust similarity measure between superpixels that
efficiently combine content and border scale to provide an accurate measure. Moreover, we define
a merging strategy to guide the region growing process through an adaptive merging criterion and
a priority order between region aggregations.
3 Proposed superpixel-based segmentation approach
This work proposes an image segmentation approach based on iterative growing of superpixels.
In particular, the proposed approach addresses the two key issues previously mentioned namely
similarity measure and order of merging regions with neighboring (super)pixel issues, in region-
growing techniques.
3.1 Approach overview
As initialization, the proposed approach segments the source image into connected superpixels using
the SLIC[1] algorithm. SLIC is popular since it allows to generate superpixels with simple imple-
mentation, fast execution and quite good accuracy. However, it can be observed that it sometimes
fails to perfectly adhere to image boundaries. Consequently, global contour constraints are applied
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Figure 1: Global bloc overview of the proposed segmentation approach.
(Sect.3.2) on the SLIC algorithm to overcome this issue. Once an accurate superpixel decomposi-
tion is obtained, the iterative superpixels growing occurs. In particular, superpixels are grouped
into regions according to two main criteria: mutual selection and global contour cross. Each region
chooses the best merging candidate superpixel from its adjacent neighbors using a robust similarity
measure (Sect.3.4) based on appropriate superpixel features (Sect.3.3). Afterwards, each couple of
a merging region and its neighbor superpixel that have mutually chosen each other with enough
similarity and which are not separated by a global contour are grouped together. This iterative
merging process is repeated until we reach the final similarity threshold. Note that at the first loop,
each single superpixel is considered as a merging candidate region.
Mutual selection and contour cross criteria ensure that each region is merged with the best super-
pixel within its neighborhood at a given iteration. It produces meaningful region aggregations in
the first iterations but aggregations become random as regions continue to grow. Thus, we propose
an adaptive similarity threshold to introduce a notion of priority between different possible region
aggregations. In section 3.5, we discuss this process in more detail. Indeed, the similarity threshold
establishes the minimal similarity required for a region and a superpixel to be merged. It is initially
set to the maximal value and is decreased or increased depending on the results of the previous
iterations. When no aggregations occurred during the previous iteration, the similarity thresh-
old is decreased because it is too high to allow aggregations. On the other hand, if aggregations
occurred at previous iteration, the merged regions are more likely to have strong similarity than
the unchanged ones. Thus, we increase the similarity threshold to focus the aggregations on these
regions. This acts as seed regions, which are expanded to achieve segmentation.
This work presents three main contributions: (1) an extension of the SLIC algorithm for better
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Algorithm 1: Superpixel-based Image Segmentation
Data: I,S0 ; . I:Input image,S0:Stopping similarity
Result: SP ; . SP:superpixel set
1 begin
2 Gc := Canny(I);
3 SP := CoSLIC(I);
4 Sit := 1 ; . Sit:adaptive similarity
5 Ms := true;
6 while Ms = true and Sit ≥ S0 do
7 Ms := false;
8 Mc := ∅;
9 for P ∈ SP do
10 N := argmaxi (Sim(P,Ni)) ; . N (P ):neighbors of P
11 ∀ Ni ∈ N (P ) and Sim(P,Ni) ≥ Sit;
12 Mc :=Mc ∪ (P,N);
13 forall (P,Q) ∈Mc do
14 if (Mc(P ) = Q and Mc(Q) = P ) then
15 Ms := true;
16 if ((P ∪Q) ∩Gc = ∅) then
17 SP := Merge(SP , P,Q);
18 Sit := αit ∗ Sit ; . αit:sim update coefficient(§3.5.2)
19 else
20 N (P ) := N (P )−Q;
21 N (Q) := N (Q)− P ;
22 Sit := 1
αit
∗ Sit;
boundaries adherence. (2) a robust two-term similarity measure based on content and border
information for region aggregations. (3) a merging strategy which includes a priority order between
region aggregations and an adaptive merge threshold criterion. Algorithm 1 outlines the proposed
approach while a bloc-based overview is shown in the figure 1.
3.2 Contour-constrained SLIC (CoSLIC)
Despite its efficiency, SLIC algorithm often produces superpixels that overlap several regions on the
input image boundaries. We propose to extend the SLIC algorithm by taking advantage of classical
edge detectors to overcome this drawback. To this end, from the source image, global contour map
are extracted using the Canny edge detector. Then, for each superpixel, a cross check with the
global contours is performed. Superpixels that are crossed by global contours are split along the
contours into smaller superpixels.
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Given an input image I, we denote by Sp the superpixel set generated by SLIC over I, and GC
the contour map obtained by applying Canny edge detector on I. Our CoSLIC over-segmentation
algorithm partitions each superpixel Pi ∈ Sp into Pij sub-superpixels based on GC such that the
three following conditions are met
(a) Pij ∩ GC = ∅,∀i, j
(b)
⋃
j Pij = Pi
(c) Pij ∩ Pik = ∅, ∀j 6= k
(2)
The first condition (a) ensures that no superpixel should be crossed by GC . The two last conditions
define the obtained sub-superpixels Pij as a partition of the parent superpixel Pi. Figure2 shows
the global scheme of the proposed SLIC extension :CoSLIC.
Figure 2: Global scheme of CoSLIC: an extension of SLIC[1] using global contours for better
boundary adherence
3.3 Features extraction
The process of superpixels growing towards accurate segmentation can be represented by a tree
structure where nodes correspond to regions formed by groups of superpixels. This hierarchical
tree is constructed in a bottom-up fashion. Two similar neighbor regions are grouped into one
parent region node. Given an input image I initially partitioned into a set of superpixels SP . This
definition of the region-growing approach can be expressed as a succession of ordered partitions Γk
7
Figure 3: Hierarchical superpixel growing process using an image over-segmented in superpixels
A,B,C and D. The iterative aggregations of superpixels is modeled through a hierarchical structure;
Features are concatenated along such structure to reach a robust multi-scale region description.
of I at different levels k, going from 0 to K. The root of the tree is denoted by the highest level K
and the leaves corresponding to initial superpixels set, denoted by level 0. Thus, we have
∀ i, j ∈ [0,K],

i 6= j =⇒ Γi 6= Γj
i < j =⇒ ‖R(Γi)‖ ≥ ‖R(Γj)‖
(3)
whereR(.) defines the set of regions formed by superpixels aggregations and ‖.‖ denotes the number
of elements in a set.
Figure 3 gives a visual illustration of this approach. Superpixels are the only level to be directly
related to the image in this hierarchical process. For this reason, superpixels are described by
features extracted directly from image data. A superpixel P is described by a vector of ten features
FP = (f
0
p , . . . , f
9
p ) divided into intensity, texture and gradient features. Image is represented in
the CIE Lab color space. The literature [28] established this color space to be correlated to the
human visual perception. Moreover, classical vector distances like the Euclidean are proved to be
visually meaningfull in the CIE Lab color space. Intensity feautres include mean, variance, skewness
and a 10-bin histogram of the intensity values over each of the component L, a and b. Contrast,
correlation, energy and entropy are extracted as texture features whereas histogram of orientations
and histogram of magnitude are computed from the gradient of the image as summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Features assigned to each single superpixel. Features are divided into intensity, texture
and gradient features.
Category Features
Intensity
Mean f0
Variance f1
Skewness f2
10-bin Histogram f3
Texture
Contrast f4
Correlation f5
Energy f6
Entropy f7
Gradient
10-bin Histogram of Orientations f8
10-bin Histogram of Magnitude f9
Regions are characterized by a concatenation of their direct descendant regions in the hierar-
chical model. This describes the sequence of regions that are used to form the region and gives a
multi-scale representation of the region under consideration. This idea [9] has been initially used to
represent a leaf node by a sequence of its ascendants. In the proposed approach, this idea is applied
in a bottom-up way to suit our approach and keep the same outcome. Thereby, each region has a
multi-level representation that contains the description of all its ordered descendants according to
their level in its hierarchy. In this description space, the region BC in fig. 3-b will be characterized
by FBC = (fB, fC) where FB = (f
0
B, . . . , f
9
B) and FC = (f
0
C , . . . , f
9
C) describing respectively the
superpixels B and C.
3.4 Regions similarity measure
This work presents a region-growing approach. A region R ∈ Ψr is defined, from a set of superpixels
Sp, as a non-empty superpixel cluster. Equation 4 defines the set of regions, Ψr.
Ψr = {x : x ⊆ {Sp − ∅}} (4)
Similarity measure between regions is a key component of a region-growing segmentation. The
proposed similarity measure computes the difference both at region and border levels, giving at the
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same time a global and a local view to the comparison. The idea is that two regions to be merged
must have similar content and a smooth common border meaning that there is no abrupt change
from one region to the other. Therefore, the similarity between regions is defined from their content
but also from their common border. The content similarity is computed as a comparison of the
two regions, whereas the border similarity is defined based on the similarity between the connected
superpixels that form the border from each region. Thus the general form of the similarity measure
between two regions, Ri, Rj ∈ Ψr, can be expressed by Equation 5.
Sim(Ri, Rj) = f(SimC(Ri, Rj), SimB(Ri, Rj)) (5)
where SimC(Ri, Rj) and SimB(Ri, Rj) denote respectively the content and the border similarity
between Ri and Rj .
3.4.1 Content-based similarity
First, the content similarity between Ri and Rj , represented by their respective multi-scale features
vectors fi and fj is defined. Considering only the `
th feature, an intermediate content similarity
between Ri and Rj is also defined as:
Sim`C(Ri, Rj) = µ(χ
2(f `i , f
`
j )), (6)
where :
- µ(x) = exp
(
1
2
∗
(x
σ
)2)
is the zero-centered Gaussian fuzzy membership function used here
to normalize the similarity value and σ its standard deviation value.
- The χ2 function comes from the χ2 test-statistic [26] where it is used to test the fit between a
distribution and observed frequencies. It is defined, for two vectors x = (x1, . . . , xn) and y =
(y1, . . . , yn), as χ
2(x, y) =
∑n
i=1
(
(xi − yi)2
(xi + yi)
)
.
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Along all features, the vector of the intermediate feature-level similarities can be expressed as:
S` =

Sim`C(f
0
i , f
0
j ))
...
Sim`C(f
9
i , f
9
j ))
 =

µ(χ2(f0i , f
0
j ))
...
µ(χ2(f9i , f
9
j ))

=

S0
...
S9
 , Si ∈ [0, 1], i = (0, . . . , 9)
(7)
The final content similarity between Ri and Rj , SimC(Ri, Rj), is defined as an average of some
statistical values of the distribution of the intermediate similarities between the two regions by
going through all the features. It is defined by:
SimC(Ri, Rj) =
1
4
(Smax + Smin + Smean + Svar) (8)
where:
- Smax = max`(S
`), Smin = min`(S
`) are the extrema of the feature-level similarities between
the two regions and
- Smean = mean`(S
`), Svar = var`(S
`) provide the measure of central tendency and dispersion
of those similarities as the mean and the variance, respectively.
A region is described by a range of features with different dynamics. Thus, by normalizing those
intermediate feature-level similarities, we ensure that the calculated similarity will not be biased
by the dynamics of the features. Furthermore, we experimentally observe that such statistics give
better similarity than a classical distance, like the euclidean, between the intermediate similarities.
3.4.2 Border-based similarity
The border similarity is designed to prevent similar adjacent regions from different objects to be
merged. Two neighboring regions Ri and Rj are assumed separated by a border of N couple of
superpixels that we will denote by Pi for superpixels that belong to Ri and Qj for those from Rj .
Thus, Equation 9 gives the expression of the border similarity measure between Ri and Rj . An
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Figure 4: Border similarity measure: the two regions Ri and Rj are separated by 4 couples of
neighboring superpixels. The border similarity is computed as SimB(Ri, Rj) =
1
4
[SimC(P0, Q0) +
SimC(P0, Q1) + SimC(P1, Q1) + SimC(P1, Q2)]
illustrative example is shown in the figure 4.
SimB(Ri, Rj) =
1
N
 N∑
Pi∈N (Qj)
SimC(Pi, Qj)
 (9)
In other words, SimB(Ri, Rj) is considered as the average of the similarities between each couple
of superpixels along the border separating Ri and Rj .
3.4.3 Similarity measure
Finally, the similarity between the two regions, Sim(Ri, Rj), is defined as a weighted combination
of the content and the border similarities as expressed by Equation 10. The content weighting
coefficient, defined by ωC =
√
min (‖Ri‖, ‖Rj‖)
max (‖Ri‖, ‖Rj‖) is added in order to balance the regions similarity
accordingly with respect to their respective size. Also, given Ci (resp. Cj) as the circumference
of Ri (resp. Rj) and β the length of their common border in pixels, we defined the weight of
SimB(Ri, Rj) as ωB =
√
β
2 ∗ Ci ∗ Cj ∗ (Ci + Cj) which corresponds to the percentage of the common
border between the two regions.
Sim(Ri, Rj) = ωC ∗ SimC(Ri, Rj) + ωB ∗ SimB(Ri, Rj) (10)
The content coefficient favors grouping of regions of similar sizes, while the border coefficient favors
the grouping of regions that share the largest boundary. This acts as a regulator and prevents a
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Algorithm 2: Region merging
/* Best local configuration */
1 for P ∈ SP do
2 N := argmaxi (Sim(P,Ni)) ∀ Ni ∈ N (P ) and Sim(P,Ni) ≥ Sit;
3 N ∗(P ) := N ; . N ∗(P ): best neighbor of P
/* Best global configuration */
4 forall P ∈ N ∗ | N ∗(P ) = Q do
5 if (N ∗(P ) = Q and N ∗(Q) = P ) then
6 if ((P ∪Q) ∩GlobalContours = ∅) then
7 A∗(P ) = Q ; . A∗(P ): aggregation neighbor of P
8 A∗(Q) = P ;
9 Sit := αit ∗ Sit;
10 else
11 N (P ) := N (P )−Q;
12 N (Q) := N (Q)− P ;
13 Sit := 1
αit
∗ Sit;
/* Aggregation priority order */
14 forall P ∈ A∗ | A∗(P ) = Q do
15 if Sim(P,Q) > Sit then
16 SP := Merge(SP , P,Q);
group of regions from growing faster than others but on a regular basis.
3.5 Regions merging strategy
3.5.1 Merging procedure
The proposed merging procedure is inspired by the agglomerative clustering algorithm [31] for its
conceptual simplicity and flexibility. Region-growing algorithms are inherently dependent on the
order of processing of the image pixels[18]. Merging order strongly affects the convergence of the
approach because if two regions are wrongly merged then this error will be spread to the next steps.
To tackle this issue, we propose a merging strategy that minimizes errors at each step. In fact,
at a given iteration, every region makes a unique choice of merging candidates from its spatially
neighboring regions. This selection ensures local optimal choice. Once each region has made its
choice, a validation step performs a global optimization check to remove all regions that are not
mutually chosen by each other or which are separated by a global contour. Thus, we avoid any
conflicts and guarantee maximum coherence to the grouping step. Algorithm 2 summarizes the
main steps of the proposed merging procedure.
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To sum up, the merging procedure consists of three consecutive steps. Given a region Ri, we
first choose the best merging configuration by identifying its best neighboring region Rj , using
the following measure: Sim(Ri, Rj) = max (Sim(Ri, Ni)) ∀ Ni ∈ N (Ri). Second, the image
global best merge configuration is made from the best configuration of all merging regions pairs.
To this end, we suppose that N ∗(Ri) = Rj and N ∗(R) = Rj , then we have Sim(Ri, Rj) <
Sim(R,Rj) =⇒ N ∗(Ri) = ∅ where N ∗(.) indicates the best region neighbor. Third, we ensure
priority between region aggregations by validating preferential aggregations only. An aggregation
is preferential when the regions have a similarity greater than Sit.
3.5.2 Adaptive merging criterion
In classical region-growing image segmentation techniques, the compared regions belong to the
same merging iteration. There is no simultaneous considerations of regions generated from differ-
ent iterations. However, since the size and content of regions change through iterations, a given
similarity value may not express the same visual similarity at different iterations. As an example,
considering color similarity as merging criterion, a given similarity value will not correspond to the
same visual similarity when comparing homogeneous small regions (early iterations) and heteroge-
neous big regions (after some iterations). This means that the merging criterion value must not be
a fixed value, but must be updated to remain consistent through iterations. This idea is introduced
in the proposed approach by using an adaptive similarity threshold which is updated accordingly
to the results of previous iteration. Basically, this threshold is decreased when no aggregations oc-
curred at the previous iteration otherwise it is increased. In the case where no aggregation occurs
at the previous iteration, the similarity threshold is too high so it is decreased to allow aggregations
at the next iteration. In the opposite case, the similarity of the newly formed regions with their
neighborhood will increase as their content gathers together the contents of the two regions that
formed them. Thus, the current threshold is increased in order to filter irrelevant neighbor regions.
The similarity threshold is updated according to the iteration coefficient αit. By applying this
adaptive similarity threshold, we ensure best region aggregations to happen first, which allows us
to impose a priority order to those aggregations.
αit = 1 +
‖mergedRegionsi−1‖
‖candidateRegionsi−1‖ (11)
where ‖.‖ denotes the size of the set under consideration and i is the rank of the current iteration.
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4 Experiments and results
To validate the proposed approach, expriments are conducted on the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset
and Benchmark (BSDS500)[17]. This database consists of natural images with five different human
groundtruth (GT) segmentations for each. The proposed approach is compared to other image
segmentation approaches on 100 images, randomly selected from the BSDS500. As the global
similarity between two regions is normalized, we empirically set the value of the stopping similarity
S0 to 0.4 during all the experiments. The main results are presented and discussed below.
4.1 Evaluation
We consider the six following segmentation quality assessment criteria to compare the proposed
approach with state-of-the-art methods. The Boundary Recall and the Under-segmentation error
are used to evaluate the CoSLIC over-segmentation results whereas the last four criteria are used
to assess final segmentation results.
1. Boundary Recall (BR) measures the fraction of groundtruth edges that fall within at least
one superpixel boundary, with a tolerance distance δ (usually set to 2 pixels).
2. Under-segmentation Error [20] (UE) compares superpixels areas to measure in what extend
superpixels flood over the groundtruth segment borders.
3. Probabilistic Rand Index [30] (PRI) which is a measure of similarity between two data clusters
according to their labeling. In image segmentation, it measures the proportion of pixels that
have the same labels compared to groundtruth segmentation.
4. Variation of Information [19] (VoI) which gives the dissimilarity between two clusterings
results. Based on a conditional entropy expression, VoI measures the amount of randomly
clustered pixels in the segmentation with no clues in the groundtruth.
5. Boundary Displacement Error [11] (BDE) which measures the average displacement error of
one boundary pixel and the closest boundary pixels in the groundtruth segmentation.
6. Global Consistency Error [17] (GCE) measuring the extent to which one segmentation is a
refinement of the other.
The higher BR value, the better the over-segmentation unlike UE whose high values denote low
over-segmentation quality. A good segmentation algorithm results should have high PRI values as
15
well as low VoI, BDE and GCE.
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, obtained results are compared with those of four
state-of-the-art image segmentation approaches: Normalized Cut [24], MeanShift [8], CTM [32]
and HFEM [34]. In Normalized Cut, an image is modeled by an un-directed graph. Segmentation
is achieved by partitioning the graph while minimizing the overall cuts. This approach focuses on
the similarity between image segments. The Mean Shift approach is based on the application of
a non parametric density estimator to image segmentation. Adjacent pixels are grouped together
according to a similarity criterion to form the final segmentation regions. The CTM approach
transforms natural-image segmentation into multivariate mixed texture data clustering problem.
Texture features are computed by using either 2D texture filter banks or simple fixed-size windows.
The authors show that the mixture can effectively be segmented by a simple agglomerative clus-
tering algorithm derived from a lossy data compression approach by minimizing the overall coding
length of the feature vectors. The Un-supervised Hierarchical Image Segmentation through Fuzzy
Entropy Maximization (HFEM) is an un-supervised multi-level segmentation algorithm. The algo-
rithm maximizes both fuzzy 2-partition entropy and segmentation smoothness through is a bi-level
segmentation operator that uses binary graph cuts.
As in the BSDS500 5 GT images are provided for every image, our segmentation results are eval-
uated by comparing each segmented image with all the GT images separately. The resulting
evaluation value for an image is the average of the groundtruth-wise comparison.
4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Over-segmentation
The purpose of this work is to segment images through superpixel-based region-growing. Further-
more, with regard to the groundtruth, CoSLIC algorithm performs better than SLIC in many cases
as shown in figure 5. CoSLIC outperforms SLIC in images containing neighboring objects sepa-
rated by a thin borders because SLIC fails to detect the transitions between objects. As shown
in Fig. 6, the performance of proposed over-segmentation algorithm is higher under the bound-
ary recall metric than SLIC. This outcome is excepted as CoSLIC is designed to provide better
boundary adherence than SLIC. However, the results under the under-segmentation error are quite
similar. The proposed approach is based on superpixels. Figure 5 presents some results of the
proposed extension of the SLIC algorithm. The interest of the added contour correction appears
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clearly. Segmentation results from an initial over-segmentation with SLIC (5-d) and from CoSLIC
(5-e) show drastical changes on final results when few boundaries are not detected by the SLIC
algorithm.
Figure 5: Some results of the proposed extension of SLIC[1] using global contours to improve
boundary adherence. (a) original image. The SLIC superpixels are given in (b) and the corrected
result using global contours is provided by (c). Global contours allow to recover some boundaries
omitted by SLIC. (d) and (e) give segmentation results through superpixel-based region growing
based on SLIC and CoSLIC superpixels respectively.
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Figure 6: Over-segmentation results evaluation: (a) Boundary Recall and (b) Under-segmentation
Error curves for SLIC and CoSLIC.
4.2.2 Final Segmentation
Table 2: Summary of the performance evaluation results of our approach, NCut, CTM, HFEM and
MeanShift on BSDS500. The best segmentation should have the highest PRI while its VoI, BDE
and GCE should be the lowest. Best results are in bold
PRI ↑ VoI ↓ BDE ↓ GCE ↓
NCut [24] 0.73931 2.9139 17.1560 0.2232
CTM [32] 0.7796 6.2187 19.1981 0.3647
HFEM [34] 0.7769 2.3067 10.6700 0.2215
MeanShift[8] 0.7769 4.3173 13.1616 0.5811
Proposed approach 0.7627 3.8036 10.1594 0.4484
In the segmentation task, we particularly focus on the similarity measure and the merging strategy
in the segmentation process.
The merging strategy is designed to guide the merging iterations during segmentation. This pro-
cess effectively manage to first merge visually similar neighbors, as can be seen in Fig 7 through
iterations.
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Figure 7: Segmentation process: intermediate segmentation results.
Considering the results given in Table 2, the proposed approach presents overall competitive results
with respect to compared approaches. In addition, we note that the proposed approach has the
best result in terms of BDE. Additionally to visual results provided in Fig. 8, it confirms the quality
of the initial superpixels but also of the measure of similarity. However, in some cases as can be
seen in images presented in Fig.8-image 6, our approach tends to over-segment the images. This
behavior may be caused by the final similarity value that stops aggregations of clusters. This value
is determined empirically and therefore may not be suitable for all images.
The performances according to PRI criteria tend to conclude that our approach is superior to NCut
and comes slightly under the other approaches. This criterion measures the quality of the pixel
classification compared to the groundtruth. Indeed, the proposed approach does not explicitly
include constraints on the labeling of pixels but still manages this through the aggregation order
introduced in the merging strategy.
The HFEM has the best results in both VoI and GCE. The proposed approach outperforms the
MeanShift in terms of GCE and performs better than MeanShift and CTM in terms of VoI. In fact,
our approach, unlike the other approaches, does not consider a global view at the image level but
only at superpixel cluster level.
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Figure 8: Segmentation results: some results of our segmentation approach along with those of
CTM and MeanShift on the BSDS500 Image Dataset
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5 Conclusion
This paper describes an image segmentation approach based on iterative superpixel aggregation.
First, an extension for the SLIC algorithm is proposed in order to provide better boundary adher-
ence. Second, we proposed a robust similarity measure for comparing regions using both global
multi-scale and common border criteria. This measure integrates border information to prevent
merging overlapped regions. Third, a merging strategy is designed to control region aggregations
through iterations using an adaptive similarity threshold. This strategy ensures that aggregations
occur in the order of decreasing similarity. We confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed con-
tributions through comparisons with well-established segmentation approaches using the BSDS500
image dataset. For further research, the proposed superpixel-based region-growing method can
be easily extended to semantic segmentation since aggregated superpixels can provide a powerful
high-level semantic description.
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